ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY OFFICE
Director's Office
Org Code: MAEHSO

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBD, #77255 1.00
Secretary I, SR-12, #38728 1.00

FIRE SAFETY
Org Code: MAFSEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80325 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #77466, #81796

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
Org Code: MAOHEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80795 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #80411, #81101
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBA, #81140 1.00

DIVING SAFETY
Org Code: MADSEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #81031 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #77581, #80497
Admin & Fiscal Support Sp, PBA, #77580 1.00

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
Org Code: MAHMEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80796 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #81354

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

GENERAL CHART

STATE OF HAWAI'I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'I AT MĀNOA
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH & SAFETY OFFICE
ORGANIZATION CHART

CHART I

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY OFFICE

General Funds: 21.00 FTE

RADIATION SAFETY
Org Code: MARSEH

Environ & Hlth Sfty Sp, PBC, #80794 1.00
Environ & Hlth Sfty Sp, PBB, #81354 1.00

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR RESEARCH

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
Org Code: MAHMEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80796 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #81354

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
Org Code: MAECHEH

Environ & Hlth Sfty Sp, PBC, #80582 1.00
Environ & Hlth Sfty Sp, PBB, #80561 1.00

FIRE SAFETY
Org Code: MAFSEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80325 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #77466, #81796

DIVING SAFETY
Org Code: MADSEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #81031 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #77581, #80497
Admin & Fiscal Support Sp, PBA, #77580 1.00

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY
Org Code: MAOHEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80795 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #80411, #81101
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBA, #81140 1.00

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
Org Code: MAHMEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80796 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #81354

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR RESEARCH

ENERGY & FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Org Code: MAFEMS

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80795 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #80411, #81101
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBA, #81140 1.00

ENERGY & FACILITIES MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Org Code: MAFEMS

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80795 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #80411, #81101
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBA, #81140 1.00

RADIATION SAFETY
Org Code: MARSEH

Environ & Hlth Sfty Sp, PBC, #80794 1.00
Environ & Hlth Sfty Sp, PBB, #81354 1.00

OFFICE OF THE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR RESEARCH

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
Org Code: MAHMEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80796 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #81354

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE
Org Code: MAECHEH

Environ & Hlth Sfty Sp, PBC, #80582 1.00
Environ & Hlth Sfty Sp, PBB, #80561 1.00

FIRE SAFETY
Org Code: MAFSEH

Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBC, #80325 1.00
Environmental & Health Safety Specialist, PBB, #77466, #81796